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NEW QUESTION: 1
A system administrator was asked by the CTO to describe the
characteristic for which EMC XtremIO and IBM FlashSystem 840
are best known.
Which characteristic will the system administrator describe?
A. High throughput
B. Scalability
C. Low latency
D. Cost
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A retail company has the requirement to make frequent changes
to a long running MyProcessDiscount business process as newer
versions of that process are introduced due to changing

business needs. What approach should a deployment professional
adopt to meet this requirement?
A. Use the Business Process Choreographer Explorer, if you see
any running instances of older version of MyProcessDiscount
process template, wait till all the instances of that version
of the template are completed, then remove the older version of
the business process template and install the newer version of
the business process template.
B. Stop the older version of the MyProcessDiscount process
template from the Integrated Solutions Console (ISC), install
the application containing the newer version of the business
process template.
C. Install the application containing the newer version of
MyProcessDiscount process template, then using the Business
Process Choreographer Explorer, monitor the state of the
running process instances and, when execution is in the
appropriate place in the flow of the business process, select
the business process instances based on the older template only
to migrate to the newer version.
D. Use the Business Process Choreographer Explorer, select all
the running instances with name MyProcessDiscount business
process, then choose the Migrate option to migrate all
instances to the currently valid version of the business
process template.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Filter component is used to filter________________,
A. attributes
B. customers
C. action
D. adaptive models
Answer: D
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